Delays in airlifting leads to death of pregnant lady, people protest

Jammu, Jan 25: The residents of Nakwalwar today held a protest demonstration outside the District Headquarter Hospital here and closed the main entrance of the hospital seeking timely air-lifting of a pregnant lady from Warwan to District Hospital Kishtwar as a result of delay in airlifting.

As per reports, the relatives of the lady, who was critically injured due to a road accident, had not been able to contact the District Administration and Government officials timely and the lady started bleeding due to blood loss.

The protesters were demanding that District Administration and Government officials should activate airlift for abortion through nearby heli-service of Police Helicopter.

The lady was airlifted to the hospital but the critical condition of the lady spoiled due to blood loss. The lady was airlifted to Police Hospital in Jammu but the condition deteriorated and she died on the way to DH Kishtwar.

The relatives added that they were also demanding that the government shouldducible to non-availability of doctors in far-off areas is leading to human loss.
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The state administration was available but administration gave priority to airlifting of another patient and to others and to Warwan and the critical lady was left waiting at Warwan. The lady was airlifted to the Police Hospital in Jammu but the condition deteriorated and the lady died as the way to DH Kishtwar.
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